
POSSIBLE CORRELATIONSCONCERNINGPOSITION
OF SEEDS IN THE POD

Byron D. Halsted'

This study was made with the Henderson Lima bean on a

block of ground one-fortieth of an acre. Nine rows of lo hills each

were planted 5 seeds to the hill in the manner shown in table I.

TABLE I

Row
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tip position 1403. This is 23.66 per cent more pods from the

3 rows planted with seeds from the middle of the pod than from

the same area planted with seeds from the tip position, and

TABLE II

Number and types of pods for each row, both harvests combined

Row
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harvest and the percentages for the 3 types of pods are indicated

in table IV.
TABLE IV
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Table VI shows under pod average (seed-weight for the 3 types

of pods) that the heaviest seeds are produced in 3-seeded pods and
the hghtest are found in 4-seeded pods. It is also shown that the

seeds in the basal position are lighter than elsewhere in the t>T)e of

pod considered, and that in the combined harvests the seed weights

TABLE VI

Relation of position of harvested seeds in pod to weight: i. seeds from
PODS without aborts and average for all 9 ROWS

Both harvests.
Pod averages.

.

First harvest .

.

Pod average . .

.

Second harvest
Pod average . .

.

-base 2-tip

0.338 0.366
0.352

0.314 0.345
0.329

0.379 0.402
0.390

3 -base 3 -middle 3 -tip-
0.362 0.392 0.413

0.391
0.344 0.37s 0.388

0.369
0.399 0.442 0.459

0.434

4-base
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A comparison of the weights of seeds for each pod position in

the combined harvests of pods without aborts (table III) with those

with aborts (table IV) shows that the former are uniformly lighter,

as seen in the following statement

:

Pods without aborts.

Pods with aborts

First harvest

0.360 gr.

0-377

Second
harvest

0.426 gr.

0453

Both harvests

0-385 gr-

0.414

The pod averages for seed- weights (tables III, IV) show that the

seeds of 3-ovuled pods without aborts are heavier than are the seeds

(average weights) in the other two types of pods, while among pods

with aborts the average seed weight is greatest in 2-ovuled pods.

This is shown in the following figures, in which both harvests are

combined

:

2-ovuled

Pods without aborts.

Pods with aborts
0.352 gr.

0.440

3-ovuled

0.391 gr.

0.418

4-ovuled

0.333 gr-

0.373

From these averages it is seen that the differences are con-

siderable, and it may be assumed that it is due to local environment

within the pod. For example, in a 2-ovuled pod the average weight

of the seeds is 25 per cent more when one ovule aborts, 6 . 93 per cent

in 3-ovuled pods, and 12.01 per cent in 4-o\'nled pods. It is noted

that the differences are greatest in the extreme or, as they may be

called, exceptional pods. The influence upon the remaining seeds

when two or more ovules abort in the larger types of pods cannot

be determined from the records.

Percentages of gains in weight of seeds associated with aborts

over the weight of seeds from pods without aborts for each position

in the pod are as follows:

Pod averages

2-base
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It is seen that the gain of weight of seeds for pods with aborts

over corresponding seeds in pods without aborts is greatest in

2-ovuled pods and least in 3-ovuled pods. It is further shown that

the weight is most augmented in the tip position in all types of pods,

and least in the position next above the base in 3-ovuled and

4-ovuled pods.
TABLE VIII

Percentage of abortiveness for each position of seeds in pod

Position of seeds in pod
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greatest range in 4-ovuled pods. The averages are more nearly

alike than averages for position in the pod and are not strictly

comparable.

In the first harvest the aborts are nearly two-thirds the number

of those in the second harvest, but their distribution among the

9 positions in the pods does not follow fully the rule given for the

whole crop. This is shown in the pod averages, where in the first

harvest the smallest average is with the 3-ovuled pods, while in the

second crop the smallest average is with the 4-ovuled pods.

A greater abortiveness in the second crop may be ascribed to

the advanced age of the plants or to the lack of proper insect

visitation, but this latter circumstance may not be significant, as

Lima beans are understood to be self-fertilized. It is possible, of

course, that the cause may be related to the atmospheric conditions

prevailing at the time the o\Tjles were ready to set, and this suggests

the importance of repeating the present test through a series of

years.
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On account of the influence of pod type upon seed-weight and

abortiveness it follows that the relative seed-weight does not neces-

sarily determine the amount of abortiveness. For example,

2-ovuled pods bear seeds at their tips that are of the same weight

as those formed at the base of 3-seeded pods, but the relative

abortiveness is 1 1 : 40.

Summary

1

.

The greatest viability in Henderson Lima beans is associated

with the seeds that are borne in the middle of the pods.

2. Three-seeded pods make up more than four-fifths of the crop;

3-seeded and 4-seeded pods are more numerous in the second of the

two field harvests of ripe pods.

3. Seeds from the middle of the pod produce a much larger

number of pods than do seeds from the base or tip.

4. The heaviest seeds are produced in 3-seeded pods, and the

lightest in 4-seeded pods.

5. The seed weights make a continuous rising series from the

base to the tip for all types of pods.

6. The first harvest yields lighter seeds than does the second

harvest in each pod position.

7. The seeds associated with aborts are heavier than are those

in full pods in each type of pod, and each position in the pod.

8. The abortiveness is less in the first than in the second harvest,

and is least in the rows grown from seeds from the middle of the

pods.

9. Abortiveness is chiefly in the basal position and decreases

regularly from the base to the tip of the pod.

10. The position of the pod that yields the greatest weight of

seed is associated with the lowest percentage of abortiveness.


